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About This Content

WOOD ELVES race comes with its own unique AI and players (Passers, Wardancers, catchers, linemen and the Treeman) but
also their own star players: Dolfar Longstride and Jordell Freshbreeze!

Elves are amazingly agile and almost as fast as Skaven. Avoiding other's tackles is a pure formality for them. Especially for the
Wardancers whose ability to go through opposing defenses is nearly outmatched. Elves are excellent passers and catchers. Their

game could become a true nightmare for other teams not as agile and fast as they are.
The Treeman is probably the strongest player in the whole of Blood Bowl. He's gifted with an extraordinary natural strength

against which very few players can compete. However, the Treeman is extremely slow and has a bad tendency of taking root in
the middle of the field. If that happens, he won't be able to move...at all.
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Want to win? MACEMEN. Thats it. NO, NO KNIGHTS. NO SWORDMEN. #$%& YOUR CROSSBOWS AND ARCHERS!
MACEMEN DAMMIT, LISTEN TO ME!!

Macemen triple stacks everywhere. Profit.

One of the best strategy games ever made, as everyone else says, a huge part of my childhood :)

I own this still in CD format, here, and on GoG. Ive given away 3 copies to my stream. Its that awesome :D. Combat has some
strange and problematic situations. Matriarchs are such a strange design decision that negates your entire high level squad and
weapons build.
 Overworld gameplay is difficult to manage; trying to spot tiny vehicles to give them commands when it should be easy from a
UI element.
 I would really like this game to be just a little bit better as I have played the previous ones, but I gave up half way and just can't
bring myself to install it again.. I can tell a lot of work went into this game; I worry it went into the wrong places. for example:
there's a detailed car-customizing option (20+ horn sounds!) and tons of characters to unlock, but the UI looks like it's only half-
done, the soundtrack is uninteresting, the death transition isn't complete, the track geometry is hard to read...

I realize this was a project by a small team, but if you want a whacky racer, and don't have a Nintendo system, All-Star Fruit
Racing is not the answer. it doesn't look done; it doesn't FEEL good. get one the Sonic racing games, instead. Sonic & All-Stars
Racing Transformed is excellent, and they're coming out with a new one in late 2018/early 2019.. Graphics are good. The arm
movement that reflects your actual arm is revolutionary for VR, and it looks so damn freaking real, like a real arm, not a video
game interpatation.. The enemies reaction to being shot is lamo thou. They get shot by your lazers and do not have any reaction,
that killed my interest right away. The explosions are phnominal and so are the reactions to it. Please fix the damn hit reaction to
the lazer bullets. That is a game changer and decider. This game may rival raw data if you keep building on it with the engine,
SO I GAVE IT A LIKE FOR THAT.. I'm a simple person, I see a beefcake werewolf on a snowboard doing SSX style tricks
and I'm tossing money at whatever will get such power into my hands. Having spent a little under an hour playing this game to
it's fullest extent, I feel as if my furry trashiness has been my undoing.

This feels like one of those 3D Groove Shockwave games from years ago like Lenny Goes Snowboarding or Santa Butt
Boarding. It's primitive, bland and egregiously short. However, unlike those games from years ago at the dawn of 3D gaming
over the internet, this game has a lot less going on because they under-utilize the space they have.

For each of the four levels or so I played, you had time attack and score attack and that's it. Usually games of this style would
include a crapton of stuff to do like hunting down McGuffins, trick link challenges, hidden spots to find, maybe an alternate
board or costume to aim for. This game does none of these things and aside from unlocking characters(Of which the werewolf
was last in line, of course) which took the better part of twenty minutes anyway, there's nothing else for you to look forward to.

The level editor and user created levels are the only saving grace and considering the majority of the levels that I found were
just giant bowls or straight lines with a goal plopped down somewhere presumably with the intent to grind out EXP, that's not
saying a lot.
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I bought this on sale for about two bucks and I can say beyond a doubt that That was about the right asking price for this. It's
barely a trial game with only user created levels to keep you coming back. Unless you're furry trash like me, then you'll get
maybe one or two more plays out of it once you unlock the werewolf.. Good old game when it decides to run. Graphics are
poor, sounds could be better but the gameplay is...FANTASTIC.
This game has everything a tower defence should have
Its very easy to pick up and lots of ways to setup defences but its infuriating in a couple of levels....Im stuck even on EASY
mode at level 21
Ive had my moneys worth in entertainment value alone...but I do hope I can beat this level and proceed before my interest
wanes....but even if I dont succeed...its still been money well spent
. Dead game, bugged all the way. just wasted my money. It's slower paced than the standard game or mods like Modern Combat.
There are around 5 maps; all littered with trenches and defensible positions. Crew sizes are larger, and so less vulnerable to
snipers. It's worth taking a look at, but I think it's less fun than the standard game at this time. If other factions are introduced,
that may change. The Steam version's multiplayer browser shows online friends as offline and doesn't show LAN option with
this mod and so I haven't been able to play in multiplayer yet.
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Believe me, you would rather sell your virginity to a homeless guy, and they don't even have money!
Best game 10/10. This is a great example of interesting ideas implemented incredibly poorly.

Where to start. The game is ridiculously slow, using cards have "animations" that tack on a couple extra seconds every time you
want to do anything, if you try to play a second card before the first one is done animating, it throws it back in your hand and
you have to try and use it again. The interface has a weird lag to it that when you click on a card to pick it up, you will
sometimes click it again because it seems like you didn't grab it but, in reality you did, and it was just unresponsive which ends
up then putting it back down. Very annoying.

The interface is unintuitive, and the game does a poor job of explaining game mechanics and how things work, all while
throwing a bunch of stuff at you. For instance, each fight takes place on a certain "terrain\/location" and they have certain
benefits, cities all "human" characters have a bonus to crit, swamps you have a 10% chance at the end of each turn to get an
ailment (I'll touch on this horrendous mechanic in a bit), graveyard all undead heal a bit every 2 turns and so on. The game at no
point ever mentions these, and the only way to figure it out is hover over an icon in the top left corner of the screen, which is
alright I guess but, you have no idea what kind of meaning it has, until you go to another "terrain" and see that it's changed and
now has another effect.

The camp\/town screen requires you to hover over the people in it to find out what they do and at first glance, you have no idea
that they even do anything until you hover over them, as they haven't even got names above them. The worst offender, is
actually the banner that you click on to leave the camp. It blends right into the background and it's a mystery how to even leave
the camp unless you randomly hover over it to see its description.

Now when you actually click on one of the 4 characters they will all do different things, craft cards, heal you, renew cards etc.
The huge issue here is that A) again mechanics are not explained so half the stuff they do makes no sense until you start
randomly learning the games terms and effects from taking guesses or testing things out. And most importantly B) 95% of ALL
features these shops\/characters provide are locked behind tedious and stupid unlock paths. You unlock them by getting
resources in game, and you do not come by these resources easily.

A real terrible example as to why this is a big deal will be encountered when you head into the swamps and end up fighting a
hard\/medium creature that places parasite cards into your hand. Parasite cards are unplayable and serve no other purpose than
to take up space in your hand. Pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665cards, no biggy tons of games have those.
Now the problem with this in DoA is that your cards "burn" or become unplayable after being played once. When you have less
than 6 cards in your deck that are not burned, the game gives you a card that does 20 damage to you and unburns or renews 5
random cards in your deck to be played. However, if you get back luck and end up with 6 parasite cards in your hand, well GG
you're done. The game sees you as having a full hand, and will not give you any option to unburn or remove others in your hand.
You are stuck with a hand of 6, unplayable cards, until the mob kills you, ending your run. And considering how sluggish the
game is, this could literally be you sitting there clicking end turn for 5+ minutes while a monster slowly beats you to death.

And how does this play into my previous point of unlocks?
Well those parasite cards can only be removed by one of the characters in town (or by some cards that rely on RNG to find) and
only after THREE separate upgrades that require a pretty hefty chunk of resources to unlock.

This game has countless problems, problems that stem beyond it being in early access. Problems that shouldn't require people
buying the game and reporting them as issues for them to be discovered. These are core gameplay issues that should be picked
up on by the devs.

I do not at all recommend this game, which is a shame cause it has promise.. So I bought this after watching videos and reading
reviews, and I was still very disappointed. As far as the physics are concerned it was ok at best. Honestly wasn't anything to brag
about, didn't seem to handle like a real kart to me, it would understeer heavily with any use of the brake and oversteer heavily
with any use of the throttle, from my real world experience this isn't necessarily the case, but in the real world, you can change
certain things about the kart and it will handle differently.
This is where problems begin. There is no setup options at all, you just get the kart as is, with whatever default tire pressures,
etc, that the game has coded, and your stuck with it. You can't really advertise a game as a sim with no setup options... But i
digress. It gets worse. unless you just want to hotlap, which in that case you should just buy Kart Racer Pro since it has setups
and such, you can race Multiplayer, which i was unable to find a race going during primetime on US east coast, or race with AI.
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The AI are awful though. I had them on max difficulty and after 15 minutes of playing the game I was able to place 1st
whenever I could actually make it through the onslaught of awful AI driving. It's not just that they weren't fast, but they also
showed zero awareness of their surroundings, they would ignore the existence of other AI and of the player, and just wreck into
you. It just was not fun for me at all. I restarted at least 35 times in the 75 minutes I played it, and immediately after watching a
few replays to make sure it wasn't my driving I requested refund.

So to summarize this is a kart racing "simulator" which has no setup options for the kart and also no damage model or crash
animations, terrible AI both competitively and spatially, an empty MP scene, Does not support TrackIr or any other 3rd party
race apps such as fanaleds or crew chief. And lastly because of all of those things combined it just was not fun for me.

The graphics and sound were great, the replay camera was great and the game has solid potential, but I guess at this point in
development it just isn't up to spec as far as what I consider to be a racing sim. I may come back and buy this laster on in
development but I just couldn't give up $20 for something i didn't enjoy at all.
. Played it for a couple minutes and I can say that this game is pretty fun and challenging even on normal difficulty. The player
shrinks in size which is tied with your health. Bosses are pretty neat with the mechanics. A true "Bullet Hell" game.. realy nice
game
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